IED Training Kit
Kit contains different types of Iraqi training munitions. The intent is that while training, a unit will be exposed to a wide variety of IEDs. The munitions in the kit are interchangeable to reflect the weapon of choice used in the area of operation.

DVC# T 05-062
PN# 691001C041411

Pressure detonator mine
The systems uses CO2 and powder to give a signature for the explosion. Training is required to operate these devices.

Inert suicide vest
A full-scale replica of a vest with inert pipe bombs, nails and nuts for shrapnel, and an alarm. This device will alert the students when the trigger device is pressed.

DVC# L 001-160

Inert suicide bomber kit
The briefcase has inert pipe bombs with nails and nuts for shrapnel. The case has a dummy cell phone for a trigger and an alarm that will alert the students when the case is opened.

DVC# T 020-029
PN# 691001T000848
CREW 2 countermeasure system
This system is installed in the unit’s vehicles to replicate the Duke system. It has the same controls as the Duke but does not interfere with normal commo.

CREW 2 CM system / laptop
This device is used to create frequency sets for the CREW 2, and CVRJ trainers. It is also used to analyze information downloaded from the CREW 2. Training is required to use this device.

CREW VEHICLE RECEIVER/JAMMER (CVRJ)
Provides realistic training in the use of current electronic countermeasures (ECM) equipment in respect to an adaptive threat and the potential impacts of radio frequency (RF) emitters on C2 systems equipment. Training is required to operate this device.

CREW 2 CM system / PDA
This device is used to upload and download information from the CREW 2. Training is required to use this device.
The purpose of the IEDES 1 Training System is to provide visual and audio signature effects that realistically replicate combat situations, in support of Explosive Hazard Defeat (EHD) training objectives. Training is required to use this device.

**DVC# 05-114/1**  
**NSN# 6910015724917**

The IEDES Pyro kit works with the IEDES Non-Pyro kit to provide an additional Pyro signature to the effects of the IEDES. System requires M30 pyro cartridges or M31A1 starburst cartridges available through unit ammo sources. Training is required to use this device.

**DVC# 05-118**  
**NSN# 6910015725305**

The THOR III-Trainer (THOR III-T) is a dismounted three-backpack system that replicates the operational system by providing full functionality of all trainer switches, indicators, and procedures which provides a training simulator that looks, feels and operates like the equipment fielded to operational units. When operated correctly the trainer interrupts radio frequency bands that can be used by other IED simulator trainers.

**DVC# 30-35**  
**NSN# 6910015963886**